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Development activities for Anticorruption Strategy for Local Public
Authorities
On October 4 and 5, 2012, the District Councils of Telenesti and Causeni with the
assistance of Institute for Urban Development’s consultants continued to conduct the
workshops to develop Strategies to combat and prevent corruption at the local level.
The workshops entitled "Healthy Local Government: treating and preventing
corruption", "Strategic Plan for treatment and prevention of corruption" are carried out
within the project "Anti - corruption Strategies for Local Governments", supported
financially by the Council of Europe in the frame of the Eastern Partnership Programme
"Good Governance and Fight against Corruption".
The project aims to develop the local Strategy for combating and preventing corruption
by promoting an innovative, strategic and practical approach of treating and preventing
corruption in local public authorities, through a participatory strategic planning process.
The objectives of the workshops were:
 Discuss and complete thorough the diagnosis for activities identified as
vulnerable to corruption based on the results of workshops on September 19 and
24, 2012;
 Identify the solutions and develop the Strategic plans to strengthen the integrity
of CR by treating the causes and prevention of possible cases of corruption;
 Enhance the knowledge regarding on Strategic planning, drafting projects of
treating and preventing corruption in District Councils of Telenesti and Causeni.
At the Workshops have participated the counsellors and the civil servants of local
government of II level, economic agents, civil society. As observers were the
representatives of the National Centre of Anti - corruption (NCA), State Chancellery and
the experts of the Council of Europe. At the workshops the participants were introduced
to the concepts underlying strategic approach in preventing and combating corruption
in the organizations.
The participants agreed upon the thoroughly diagnostic report of activities and services
identified as the most vulnerable to corruption. Based on these results within the
workshops were developed the vision of District Council to engage in actions to prevent
and combat the corruption, identified strategies, activities, projects and actions planned
to achieve the strategic vision. Further, these policy documents will be supposed to
public discussions. Subsequently, the Strategic Plans of treating and preventing
corruption for the period 2013-2015 will be approved by the District Councils of
Telenesti and Causeni until November 30, 2012 and will serve as a model for local
governments in the development, adoption and implementation of similar acts.
For more information please contact the Institute for Urban Development, contact
person Viorica Şcerbina, phone/fax + 373 22 211 467, e-mail: office@idumoldova.org).

